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Chapter
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The experimental setup
“Give me a lever long enough
and a place to stand on, and I
will move the Earth.”
Archimedes of Syracuse
c. 287 BC - c. 212 BC

The essence of the Scientiﬁc Method is to perform experimental measurements that will
verify or refute the theoretical predictions. Consequently, constructing and understanding the
necessary tools that will make the measurements possible is an important step in research.
This chapter describes the accelerator, the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [92], which provides
the proton-proton collisions, and the ATLAS1 detector [93] which identiﬁes the products of
the collisions.
Section 2.1 gives a description of the accelerator system and its basic parameters. Section
2.2 discusses the layout of ATLAS with its diﬀerent sub-detector systems, addresses the particle
identiﬁcation principles and provides an overview of the performance with real data. In the
last section, insight is given in the triggering and data-acquisition system of the detector that
allows for recording of events.

2.1

The Large Hadron Collider

The LHC is a circular accelerator with a circumference of 27 km. It is located in an underground tunnel, 100 m beneath the surface, near the border region between France and
Switzerland and close to the city of Geneva. It is operating since Autumn 2009. The machine
accelerates either protons or lead ions (82 Pb) with two beams traveling in opposite directions.
Four crossing points exist, the interaction points, where the two beams meet and collide with
each other. Each interaction point houses one of the four major particle detectors ALICE
[94], ATLAS, CMS [95] and LHCb [96]. Only proton-proton collisions are of interest for this
thesis.
2.1.1

Injection chain

The LHC is at the end of an injection chain, a series of accelerators and other devices that
contribute in bringing the necessary proton beams into collision. The injection chain is shown
in ﬁgure 2.1.
1

The ATLAS acronym stands for: A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS.
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Figure 2.1: The LHC’s injection chain. The two beam insertion points, Point-2 and Point-8
are located near the ALICE and LHCb detectors.
The ﬁrst step of the process requires the protons to be produced. This is achieved by
introducing hydrogen gas into a Duoplasmatron device [97]. In this device, the gas is held in
a vacuum chamber and is bombarded with electrons. The result is to ionize the gas leaving
it in a state of plasma. This plasma is accelerated inside the device to a maximum of 100
keV forming a beam that is then sent to the Radio-Frequency Quadrupole (RFQ). The RFQ’s
main purpose is to focus the beam and further speed it up to a maximum of 750 keV before
it enters into a linear accelerator, the Linac-2. In the Linac-2 the beam is accelerated to an
energy of 50 MeV.
The proton beam is introduced into the Proton Synchrotron Booster (PSB) through a
transfer line that consists of quadrupole magnets that focus the beam and several other multipole magnets that guide it. The PSB is the ﬁrst circular accelerator in the injection chain
with a circumference of 157 m and it consists of four superimposed synchrotron rings. The
protons enter the accelerator’s rings and in each ring a bunch of 1.8 · 1012 protons is formed.
They are subsequently accelerated to an energy of 1.4 GeV.
The next machine in line is the Proton Synchrotron (PS) circular accelerator with a circumference of 628 m. After every PSB cycle four proton bunches enter the PS. A total of two
PSB cycles are required in order to ﬁll the PS. Once the PS is ﬁlled, the beam is accelerated
to 26 GeV. Subsequently, the protons are de-bunched and then recaptured with the help of
40 MHz radio-frequency cavities. In the end, a total of 81 bunches with a spacing of 25 ns
between them and with 1.15 × 1011 protons each are inserted into the next machine2 .
The last step before the beam enters the LHC requires the protons to reach an energy of
450 GeV, which is the nominal LHC injection energy. This is achieved in the Super Proton
Synchrotron (SPS) circular accelerator which has a circumference of approximately 7 km. The
SPS requires three PS cycles to be completely ﬁlled. The insertion in the LHC takes place into
two separate points: in the arc between Point-1 and Point-2 (where the ALICE detector is
located), and Point-1 and Point-8 (where the LHCb detector is located). Bunches entering in
Point-2 follow a clock-wise trajectory while bunches entering in Point-8 travel in the opposite
direction. A nominal number of 2808 bunches are inserted for each beam, thus requiring a
total of 12 SPS cycles.
2

These numbers refer to the nominal values which were gradually achieved with the machine from the
beginning of its operation in Autumn 2009 and throughout 2010.
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For the results in this thesis the conﬁguration of the bunches did not reach the nominal
values. Instead, as the machine was gradually commissioned, the proton bunches evolved from
an initial of 2 bunches per beam up to a total of 295 bunches at the end of 2010. Also, the
proton density of the bunches did not reach immediately the nominal value but was gradually
increased.
2.1.2

Characteristics of the LHC

The LHC is designed such that it can accelerate the proton beams to a nominal energy of 7 TeV
per beam, hence providing collisions at a center-of-mass energy of 14 TeV. This is signiﬁcantly
larger than the previous hadron collider experiment, the Tevatron, which produced protonantiproton collisions at an energy of 1.96 TeV of energy in the center-of-mass frame. In
addition, LHC is designed to achieve an instantaneous luminosity (L) of the order of 1034
cm−2 s−1 , thus allowing the experiments to record a large statistics sample. In fact, assuming
√
collisions take place at s = 14 TeV, the inelastic proton-proton scattering has a cross-section
of 60 mbarn [98], resulting in an average of 600 million events per second. The disadvantage of
the high luminosity is that, since collisions are delivered in bunches of many protons, remnants
from many inelastic scatterings may simultaneously be present during an interesting event.
This eﬀect, which is named pile-up, poses a great challenge for the detectors.
Once the protons are inside the LHC, they travel inside the beam-pipe which is kept at an
ultra-high vacuum in order to avoid interactions with gas molecules. The acceleration process
takes place in Radio-Frequency (RF) cavities. A total of eight super-conducting cavities per
beam are used which have a nominal operational temperature of 4.5 K and a frequency of
400 MHz, achieving an accelerating ﬁeld of 5 MV/m. A total of 20 minutes is required for
the protons to be brought from an energy of 450 GeV to 7 TeV. An equally important task
of the RF cavities is to protect the bunch structure of the beam thus ensuring the maximum
possible luminosity. This is achieved by keeping the operating frequency of the RF cavities as
an integer multiple of the revolution frequency of the bunches.
For the protons to remain on their trajectory inside the beam pipe, a magnetic ﬁeld vertical
to their plane of motion must be applied. A total of 1232 super-conducting dipole magnets
are employed for this purpose operating at a temperature of 1.9 K and providing a maximum
magnetic ﬁeld of 8.33 Tesla. During the acceleration process the ﬁeld must be adjusted as the
energy of the protons ramps up. An additional 858 quadrupole magnets ensure the focusing of
the beam while a number of other types (such as sextuples, octuples etc.) are used for making
various corrections.
On September 2008 the ﬁrst proton beams successfully circulated the LHCs beam pipes
at a minimum energy of 450 GeV per beam. However, just nine days after the beginning of
operation a technical failure lead to extensive damage of several components of the accelerator, consequently stalling the physics program. The machine became operational again in
November 2009. As of March 2010 the LHC is providing proton beams at an energy of 3.5
√
TeV, hence collisions take place at s = 7 TeV with the prospect to achieve 13 TeV collisions
in 2014. Although the 3.5 TeV per beam is only half-way from the design speciﬁcations of
the machine, it still makes it the world’s most powerful accelerator to date. By the end of
2010, the LHC reached a peak instantaneous luminosity of 2.1 · 1032 cm−2 s−1 . A considerable
amount of data were delivered to the detectors by that time allowing them to perform the
very ﬁrst physics measurements Rof proton collisions in the multi-TeV region. Figure 2.2 shows
the total integrated luminosity ( Ldt) delivered by the LHC at the ATLAS interaction point
during 2010 as well as the amount that was successfully recorded by the detector (45 pb−1 ).
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Figure 2.2: The evolution of the total integrated
luminosity delivered by the
LHC to the ATLAS experiment during the 2010
physics run. Also the total amount that was actually recorded by ATLAS is
shown. Plot taken from
[99].

2.2

ATLAS - A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS

The ATLAS detector is a cylindrical construction of 7000 tonnes, 42 m in length and 25 m
in height, centered on one of the interaction points of the LHC (Point-1). It consists of three
main areas, the central area or barrel, of cylindrical shape, and the two outer areas which are
perpendicular to the axis of the cylinder and are commonly referred to as the end-caps. It is
designed as a general purpose experiment with many diﬀerent physics goals, such as:
• Discovery of the Higgs boson.
• Search for Supersymmetry (SUSY) and other physics beyond the Standard Model (e.g.
extra dimensions, microscopic black-holes etc.).
• Standard model precision measurements including W -boson and top quark properties.
• CP-violation and B-hadron physics.
• Study of QCD at the quark-gluon state with lead-ion collisions (heavy-ion physics).
For the detector to achieve its goals an excellent ability to identify particles in almost all
possible directions and in a wide energy spectrum is required. A number of diﬀerent detection
techniques are employed and as a result many diﬀerent sub-detector systems are used; a representation of the ATLAS detector with all the diﬀerent sub-detectors and magnets is shown
in ﬁgure 2.3. The sub-detectors can be categorized in three major layers. Firstly, the Inner
Detector (ID) which is located close to the beam-pipe and is mainly dedicated to the reconstruction of the trajectory of charged particles. Secondly, the Calorimeters which are placed
around the ID and are assigned the task to determine the energy of most of the traversing
particles. They are separated in an electromagnetic part which is designed to identify mainly
electrons and photons and a hadronic part which is designed to absorb hadrons. Lastly, the
Muon Spectrometer (MS) surrounds the calorimeters and is dedicated to the reconstruction
of the trajectories of muons. The sub-detectors are complemented by a hybrid magnet system consisting of a central solenoid magnet, surrounding the ID, and an outer toroid magnet
that is placed such that it provides magnetic ﬁeld for the MS. Table 2.1 shows the general
performance goals set for the various ATLAS detector layers in terms of energy or momentum
resolution.
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Figure 2.3: The general layout of the ATLAS detector.
Detector layer
Tracking
EM calorimeter
Had. calorimeter
Barrel/End-cap
Forward
Muon Spec.

Required resolution
σpT /pT = 0.05% × pT ⊕ 1%
√
σE /E = 10%/ E ⊕ 0.7%

η coverage
Offline Reco.
Trigger
±2.5
±2.5

√
σE /E = 50%/ √E ⊕ 3%
σE /E = 100%/ E ⊕ 10%

±3.2

±2.5

±3.2
3.1 < |η| < 4.9

±3.2
3.1 < |η| < 4.9

σpT /pT = 10%, pT = 1 TeV

±2.7

±2.4

Table 2.1: The general performance goals for the ATLAS detector separated in the major
components. Units of E and pT are in GeV. Table taken from [93].
An essential part of ATLAS is its trigger and data-acquisition system (T/DAQ). The
T/DAQ is responsible for retrieving the information (e.g. electric signals) from the detector parts, and decide in ‘quasi-real’ time whether it should be kept for physics analysis or
not. The T/DAQ is not a detector itself, but it is still a fundamental part since if it fails the
data are lost. It is designed such that it deals with the immense amount of collisions provided
by the LHC, an approximate 40 MHz input rate, and ensures the free ﬂowing of data to the
analyzers. It consists of three main layers the Level-1, the Level-2 and the Event Filter.
2.2.1

Coordinate system

A right-handed coordinate system is used in ATLAS with its center coinciding with the nominal
LHC interaction point. The positive x-axis of the system points towards the center of the LHC
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while the positive y-axis points upwards towards the surface. The xy-plane is usually referred
to as the transverse plane. The z-axis of the system runs parallel to the beam taking positive
values in the counter clock-wise direction. The side of the detector on the positive z-axis is
called A-side and on the negative z-axis C-side.
Given the cylindrical structure of the detector it is convenient to
p use polar coordinates
instead of the x − y − z set. For this reason, the radial distance R = x2 + y 2 , the azimuthal
angle φ ∈ [−π, π] and the polar angle θ ∈ [0, π] are deﬁned. The azimuthal angle runs on
the transverse plane, having φ = 0 when on the positive x-axis and taking positive (negative)
values when moving (counter) clockwise facing the positive z-axis. The polar angle runs on
the xz-plane having θ = 0 when on the positive z-axis. Typically, we replace the polar angle
with the pseudo-rapidity (η) which is deﬁned by:


θ
.
η = − ln tan
2
Thus, zero pseudo-rapidity corresponds to the transverse plane while it goes to positive (negative) inﬁnity when closing the beam direction towards the A-side (C-side) of the detector. It
is common to refer objects with low |η| as ‘central’ and with high |η| as ‘forward’.
The choice of pseudo-rapidity stems from its relation with the rapidity of a particle3 . In
fact, for massless particles or particles with energy much larger than their mass the pseudorapidity equals the rapidity. For the latter, the particle multiplicity distribution remains
constant while it is also invariant under Lorentz transformations along the beam axis.
With the η and φ coordinates of the particles given, we can deﬁned a ‘distance’ measure
for two particles on the detector, the ∆R:
p
(2.2.1)
∆R = (∆φ)2 + (∆η)2 ,
for which small values suggest that particles are located close to each other.
2.2.2

Magnet system

The magnet system is an integral part of the ATLAS detector which is necessary for allowing
identiﬁcation and momentum measurement of the charged particles. A depiction of the coils
of the magnet system of ATLAS is shown in ﬁgure 2.4. A total of four super-conducting
magnets are used, a single solenoid magnet, a toroid magnet in the barrel region and two
toroid magnets in the two end-caps of the detector.
The solenoid magnet
The solenoid magnet is a 5.8 m long cylinder with an inner diameter of approximately 2.5 m,
surrounding the ID and inside of the calorimeter structure. It is constructed as a single-layer
coil magnet made from super-conducting material and is able to provide an axial magnetic
ﬁeld of approximately 2 T. The coil is made from 1154 windings and in order to achieve its
operational current of 7.7 kA it must remain at a temperature of approximately 4.5 K. Its
aim is to force charged particles to make a circular motion on the bending (φ) plane that will
help determine their charge, mass and momentum.
One of the main consideration for the construction of the solenoid magnet was to keep the
amount of un-instrumented material, between the calorimeters and the interaction point, as
3

1
z
log |p|+p
2
|p|−pz
E+pz
depends
E−pz

The pseudo-rapidity of a particle can be expressed as η =

of its trajectory while rapidity which is given by y =

1
2

log

and depends only on the polar angle
on its energy.
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Figure 2.4: Schematic view of the configuration of the coils for the magnet system of ATLAS.

low as possible. For this reason the magnet’s windings and the electromagnetic calorimeter
share a common vacuum vessel while only an aluminum heat shield of 2 mm separates the
two structures. A total of 0.66 radiation lengths at normal incidence angles was eventually
achieved.
The toroid magnets
The toroid magnet system consists of three individual parts: the barrel toroid, which is situated
in the central part of the detector forming a cylindrical volume with an axis that coincides
with the beam axis, and the two end-cap toroids, each at one end of the detector. All parts
are located behind the calorimeters and are placed such that a magnetic ﬁeld penetrates all
sections of the Muon Spectrometer. The η-plane is bending plane of the toroid.
The barrel toroid is 25.3 m in length and has an inner diameter of 9.4 m and an outer
diameter of 20.1 m. It consists of eight super-conducting coils of rectangular shape each
sealed in a stainless steel vacuum vessel. Each coil has 120 windings and operates at a nominal
temperature of 4.6 K with a nominal current of 20.5 kA. The toroidal magnetic ﬁeld that is
achieved in the center of the toroid magnet reaches 0.5 T.
The end-cap toroids complement the magnetic ﬁeld of the barrel toroid in the forward
regions of the detector. Each end-cap toroid consists of eight super-conducting coils of square
shape and are all housed inside a single vacuum vessel. The speciﬁcations are very similar to
the barrel toroid with 116 windings, 20 kA operational current at 4.6 K temperature. The
magnetic ﬁeld that is achieved at each end-cap reaches 1 T.
2.2.3

Inner Detector

The Inner Detector consists of three separate sub-detector devices: the Pixel detector, the
Semi-Conductor Tracker (SCT) and the Transition Radiation Tracker (TRT). It is 6.2 m
in length and its cylindrical structure has an approximate diameter of 2.1 m. It resides at
a distance of only 45.5 mm from the beam-pipe and and it is submerged in the 2 T axial
magnetic ﬁeld of the solenoid super-conducting magnet that surrounds it.
The ID aims to identify tracks of charged particles in the range of |η| < 2.5, with momenta
of at least 0.1 GeV. It is designed to achieve pattern recognition, high momentum resolution
and full reconstruction of primary and secondary vertices. As it sits closest to the interaction
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Figure 2.5: Schematic view of the ATLAS Inner Detector consisting of the Pixel, the SemiConductor Tracker and the Transition Radiation Tracker sub-detectors.

point special care was taken to ensure its ability to cope with the very large track multiplicity
and the signiﬁcant radiation that it is exposed to, even at the highest LHC luminosity. Figure
2.5 shows the diﬀerent parts of the ID.
Pixel detector
The Pixel detector is the closest to the interaction point of all the sub-detector systems of
ATLAS. Its goal is to provide excellent precision measurements of the position of the particle
tracks that fall within the region of |η| < 2.5, hence assisting signiﬁcantly in the identiﬁcation
of primary and secondary vertices.
The basic element of this detector is the silicon pixel sensor, a 62.4×21.4 mm2 silicon wafer
comprised by 46080 pixels segmented in R − φ and z and of size R − φ × z = 50 × 400 µm2
each. A total of 1744 wafers make up the full Pixel detector, which translates to approximately
80.4 million read-out channels. A total of 1456 of the wafers are mounted on three concentric
cylindrical layers centered around the interaction point in the barrel region of the detector.
They are arranged at diﬀerent distances from the beam pipe, namely 50.5, 88.5 and 122.5
mm, with the innermost often referred to as the B-layer since it provides the most critical
information for the secondary vertex identiﬁcation. The coverage of the barrel layers is up to
|η| < 2.5 for the B-layer and |η| ≥ 1.7 for the other two layers. The remaining 288 wafers
are distributed in the six end-cap disks, three on each side) which eﬀectively cover the region
1.7 < |η| < 2.5. Typically, three space points per particle are provided by the Pixel detector.
The detection principle of the pixel sensors is based on the creation of electron-hole pairs
on the charge-depleted layer of silicon once a charged particle traverses it. Since a single
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particle may traverse and ionize silicon in a number of close-by pixels, a cluster is formed and
the hit position is determined by the center of this cluster. Consequently, the precision to the
measurements is partially determined by the pixel granularity.
Semi-Conductor Tracker
The Semi-Conductor Tracker (SCT) is the second in line of the Inner Detector’s sub-systems.
The purpose of the SCT is to assist in the track determination of charged particles in the
region of |η| < 2.5, especially for those particles with a high pT .
The SCT is using silicon sensors, just as the Pixel detector. Each sensor of the SCT consists
of 768 strips with a pitch of 80 µm. Two sensors are glued back-to-back to form a module for
a total of 4088 SCT modules. The strips of the two sensors on each module have a relative
stereo angle of 40 mrad, used for a position measurement along the strip length by ﬁnding
the intersection of the two strips hit by the traversing particle. A total of 2112 modules are
distributed in the four co-axial layers in the barrel, located in distances of 299, 371, 443, 514
mm from the beam pipe and covering the |η| ≤ 1.4 region. The remaining modules are placed
on nine disks in each end-cap side covering the 1.4 < |η| < 2.5 region. Four space points are
typically detected for each particle.
The detection of particles with the SCT is performed in a similar way as with the Pixel
detector. The main diﬀerence is that instead of a pixel conﬁguration the SCT modules follow
a strip segmentation. The granularity is reduced however this does not aﬀect the tracking
performance because it resides further away from the interaction point covering a larger area,
hence a lower particle density is expected. An important advantage of the strip segmentation,
compared to the pixels, is that the number of read-out channels is limited to a total of 6.2
million.
Transition Radiation Tracker
The Transition Radiation Tracker (TRT) is the last sub-detector of the ID ensemble that a
particle traverses. It is designed to help the track reconstruction in the region of |η| ≤ 2 by
providing a large number of space points in addition to the silicon hits from the Pixel and the
SCT. Moreover, it provides the capability to discriminate between electrons and pions through
transition radiation emission.
The TRT consists of a large number of thin-walled proportional drift tubes, the straws.
Each tube has a 4 mm radius and a length of up to 144 cm in the barrel, or 37 cm in the
end-caps. A gold-plated tungsten anode wire of 31 µm diameter is in the middle of each straw
while the tube is ﬁlled with a gas mixture of Xe, CO2 and O2 . A total of 52544 straws are
deployed in the barrel region, placed parallel to the beam axis and at a distance of 544 mm up
to 1082 mm. The pseudo-rapidity coverage is |η| ≤ 0.7. In each of the end-cap regions 122880
straw are used, placed radially around the beam axis, covering the pseudo-rapidity range of
0.7 < |η| ≤ 2. The total number of read-out channels is approximately 351000. Unlike the
Pixel and SCT detectors, the TRT provides measurement only on the R − φ coordinate.
The detection is based on the ionization of the gas once a charged particle traverses it.
Due to the voltage applied between the wall of the tube and the anode wire, the electrons
produced from the ionization drift towards the wire. The drift time of the electrons is used to
determine the exact incident point of the particle with the tube. A large number of ionizing
hits with the gas are typically expected ranging from 30-36 hits per traversing particle.
For the electron identiﬁcation the TRT straws are placed inside polypropylene ﬁbers with
diﬀerent refraction indices. Traversing particles emit transition radiation at X-ray wave length
due to the crossing between two mediums. The intensity of the radiation is proportional to
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γ = E/m and given that electrons have a much smaller mass than pions, it is possible to make
a distinction. Discriminating between the transition radiation and the ionization processes
is rather simple as the former is eﬃciently absorbed by the Xenon gas resulting in energy
deposition of several keV in contrast to an average of 200 eV that relate with the ionization
process.
Alignment and performance
The position of the detector modules have to be known with an accuracy comparable to their
intrinsic resolution (see table 2.2) for precision position and momentum measurements. This
is achieved by the following alignment procedure.
Detector
Pixel

Section
Barrel
End-cap

Intrinsic Resolution (µm)
R − φ : 10, z : 115
R − φ : 10, R : 115

SCT

Barrel
End-cap

R − φ : 17, z : 580
R − φ : 17, R : 580

TRT

Barrel
End-cap

R − φ : 170
R − φ : 170

Table 2.2: The intrinsic resolution accuracy for each part of the Inner Detector. Number
taken from [93].
The Inner Detector employs a track-based alignment algorithm. The algorithm makes use
of track-hit residuals4 where their squared-sum over a large number of reconstructed tracks
must be minimal for the aligned geometry. This is formulated as chi-squared minimization
problem and is further explained in [100].
Two alignment campaigns were performed: one prior to the ﬁrst LHC collisions in autumn
2009 which includes only cosmic-rays (Pre-Collisions), and one after the ﬁrst LHC commis√
sioning collisions were made in s = 900 GeV (Post-Collisions). The alignment constants
obtained from each of the two campaigns were tested on 7 TeV collision data. Figure 2.6
shows as an example the residuals on the local x coordinate, namely the projection of the
residual on the module’s local x direction, for the three sub-detector systems and compared
with perfectly aligned Monte Carlo samples. As the distributions follow the form of a gaussian
the σ = FWHM/2.35 of each is also shown. The post-collisions calibration results in better
agreement with the ideal Monte Carlo distribution. In particular, a signiﬁcant improvement
is observed at the SCT end-caps (ﬁgure 2.6(b)), their vertical orientation results in reduced
eﬀectiveness of calibration with cosmic data (due to the topology of the atmospheric events).
The performance of the Inner Detector can be inferred from the performance of the reconstruction algorithms when comparing basic track observables. With the 7 TeV data, the
transverse (d0 ) and longitudinal (z0 ) impact parameters were taken for a large number of
events. The former is deﬁned as the point of closest approach in the transverse plane while
the latter, which is usually taken multiplied by sin θ with θ being the scattering angle, represents the point of closest approach in the longitudinal plane. The parameters are derived from
the initial track seeds of the track algorithm which require only silicon hits (Pixel and SCT),
more details can be obtained from [101]. Figure 2.7 shows the comparison of d0 and z0 sin θ
as taken from data with Pythia generated non-diﬀractive minimum-bias events for which the
4

A track-hit residual is defined as the distance between the extrapolated track position after the track
reconstruction in the given module and the actual hit recorded by the module.
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(a) Pixel local x residual distributions for the barrel (left) and the end-caps (right).
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Figure 2.6: Residual distributions over all the hits on tracks calculated using the Pre√
Collisions and Post-Collisions alignment constants on s = 7 TeV data and compared with
perfectly aligned Monte Carlo samples. Plots taken from [100].
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Figure 2.7: Comparison of the transverse (a) and the longitudinal (b) impact parameters as
obtained from track seeds, between 7 TeV collision data and Monte Carlo. Plots taken from
[101].

pT spectrum was smeared to agree with the data. The agreement is very good with the only
exception the discrepancy in the tails of the z0 sinθ which is due to a crude estimate of the θ
angle.
2.2.4

Calorimetry

The calorimetry system of ATLAS consists of three individual sub-detectors: the electromagnetic calorimeter, the hadronic calorimeter, and the forward calorimeter (FCal). The electromagnetic calorimeter consists of the barrel and the two end-cap components, the hadronic
calorimeter has the barrel, the two extended barrels and the two end-cap components, and the
FCal consists of just two elements both placed in the very forward region. The whole system is
symmetric around the beam axis and has full coverage in the φ direction. The pseudo-rapidity
coverage is up to |η| < 4.9. A schematic view of the calorimeters is shown in ﬁgure 2.8.
The detector can measure, through complete absorption, both charged and neutral particles
from a few GeV up to the TeV scale with high resolution for energy and position measurements and good signal linearity. The construction follows a sampling principle where layers of
absorber material are separated by layers of active material. Particles entering the absorber
develop into a shower and the energy of the shower is then measured by the active material.
The measured value of the energy is proportional to the real energy. Weakly interacting particles such as muons or neutrinos do not get stopped by the detector. However, muons do leave
a measurable trace that can be used in conjunction with information from the Inner Detector
or the Muon Spectrometer while the energy and direction of neutrinos in the transverse plane
can be inferred from momentum conservation (see later section 4.1.5 for details).
Electromagnetic calorimeter
The electromagnetic calorimeter is the most inner sub-detector of the calorimetry system of
ATLAS. It is placed right behind the solenoid magnet, surrounding the Inner Detector and it
has the task to precisely measure the energy and position of photons and electrons. Its barrel
part covers the |η| < 1.475 region and it is separated in two halves by a small gap of 4 mm at
z = 0. Each of the end-cap parts covers the 1.375 < |η| < 3.2 region and is separated in two
coaxial wheels, the outer one covering the 1.375 < |η| < 2.5 region and the inner one covering
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Figure 2.8: Schematic view of the ATLAS Calorimetry system comprises the electromagnetic,
the hadronic and the forward calorimeter sub-detectors.

the 2.5 ≤ |η| < 3.2 region. Lastly, a small unit, the pre-sampler covering the |η| < 1.8 region,
is placed in front of the main calorimeter.
The main part of the calorimeter is constructed with an accordion-shape geometry, thus
ensuring a complete φ coverage without cracks, and consists of several interchanging layers of
absorber and active materials. The absorber material is made from lead plates covered with
stainless steel while the active medium is liquid argon. The pre-sampler part, located before
the main calorimeter, consists only of active material with the sole purpose of correcting the
energy loss electrons and photons suﬀer before entering the calorimeter. The total depth of
the detector translates to more than 22 radiation lengths (X0 ) in the barrel and more than
24X0 in the end-caps. Within the precision measurement range of |η| < 2.5 (barrel and outerwheel), which also coincides with the Inner Detector coverage, the calorimeter is separated in
three sections. In the ﬁrst section, which is only 4.3X0 in depth, a ﬁne granularity in terms of
pseudo-rapidity is used (∆η × ∆φ = 0.003 × 0.1 in the barrel) for improved identiﬁcation of
γ/e or e/π0 . The second section has a more coarse granularity (∆η × ∆φ = 0.025 × 0.025 in
the barrel) and receives most of the shower’s energy with 16X0 depth. The last section, which
is even coarser (∆η × ∆φ = 0.050 × 0.025 in the barrel) has about 2X0 depth and measures
the tails of electromagnetic showers or distinguishing them from hadronic ones which develop
further away and into the hadronic calorimeter. The energy deposition is measured with
ionization of the LAr by the shower particles where the charges created are collected by highvoltage electrodes.
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Hadronic calorimeter
The hadronic calorimeter sits just behind the electromagnetic calorimeter and its purpose is to
measure the hadronic showers that develop due to interactions of the particles with the nuclei
of the calorimeter’s material. Typically, such particles are the result of the hadronization of
quark and gluons, or of the hadronic decay of τ -leptons The barrel part of the calorimeter
covers the |η| < 1 region with a central part, and the 0.8 < |η| < 1.7 region with two extended
parts. Each end-cap part covers the 1.5 < |η| < 3.2 region and consists of two wheels.
The calorimeter is designed with interchanging layers of absorber and active materials.
For the central and the extended parts of the barrel, steel plates are used as an absorber
and scintillating tiles as the active medium. The structure is segmented in three layers with
granularity of ∆η × ∆φ = 0.1 × 0.1 for the ﬁrst two layers and 0.2 × 0.1 in the last layer. The
ﬁrst layer of the central barrel has a total depth of 1.5 interaction lengths (λ), the second has
4.1λ and the third 1.8λ. The respective values for the extended parts are 1.5, 2.6 and 3.3λ.
For the end-cap, the applied technology is diﬀerent with the absorber being copper and the
active medium consisting of liquid argon (similar to the electromagnetic calorimeter). The
liquid argon can easily be replaced, possibly a necessity given the high radiation levels. The
total depth of each end-cap is about 10λ and the granularity is ∆η × ∆φ = 0.1 × 0.1 for the
1.5 < |η| < 2.5 region, and 0.2 × 0.2 for the 2.5 < |η| < 3.5 region.
The energy deposition in the barrel part of the calorimeter is measured from the light
created in the scintillator material by the traversing shower particles. Subsequently, the
light is collected by wavelength-shifter ﬁbers which are grouped together and read-out by
photo-multiplier tubes. In the end-caps the signal extraction method is the same as in the
electromagnetic calorimeter.
Forward calorimeter
The forward calorimeter completes the calorimetry system of ATLAS. Covering the forward
pseudo-rapidity region of 3.1 < |η| < 4.9 it for ensures an almost hermetically closed calorimetry which is necessary for the determination of the missing transverse energy (see section 4.1.5
for details).
The forward calorimeters that serve both for electromagnetic and hadronic calorimetry.
They are segmented in three modules: the FCal1 which uses copper plates as absorber and is
dedicated to the detection of electromagnetic showers, and the FCal2 and FCal3 with tungsten
plates dedicated to the detection of hadronic showers. The modules consist of a metal matrix
(copper or tungsten) in which cylindrical copper tubes are placed with equal spacing between
them and with their direction parallel to he beam axis. Inside the tubes, rods made of copper
(FCal1) or tungsten (FCal2 and FCal3) are inserted, leaving a very small gap in between ﬁlled
with liquid argon which serves as the active medium. The tube-rod construction acts as the
electrode which collects the signal. The total depth of the FCal is about 10λ. In terms of
radiation length FCal1 has 27.6X0 , FCal2 has 91.3X0 and FCal3 89.2X0 .
Performance
With the ﬁrst 7 TeV of data recorded by the ATLAS detector it is possible to determine the
performance of the calorimetric system from the reconstruction of basic observables. One such
miss which is calculated from the energy imbalance on the transverse plane
observable is the ET
and is typically due to particles that escape detection. Events with neutrinos in their ﬁnal
state are characterized by missing energy, but a signiﬁcant fraction can also be accounted to
miss maybe non-zero even for events with no
mis-measurements of the visible energy, hence ET
miss is discussed in section
neutrinos. A more detailed description on the reconstruction of ET
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4.1.5.
In [102] the transverse missing energy reconstruction performance was examined. Figure 2.9
miss , as well as the total of the E miss vector in minimumshows the x and y component of the ET
T
bias data compared with the Monte Carlo simulation (Pythia generated events). As expected,
for minimum-bias events, the distributions of the x and y components are centered around
zero. All the plots show very good agreement between data and Monte Carlo.
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Figure 2.9: Comparison of missing transverse energy as measured for minimum-bias events
in the first 7 TeV data and compared with Monte Carlo. Plots taken from [102].
Another test of the performance of ATLAS calorimetry, and in particular of the electromagnetic calorimeter, is the reconstruction of the J/ψ meson and the Z boson when they
decay into two electrons. The details of the study are presented in [103]. Figure 2.10 shows
the reconstructed invariant masses of the two particles compared with the Monte Carlo expectation.
2.2.5

Muon Spectrometer

The Muon Spectrometer is the last sub-detector that a particle may traverse in ATLAS as
it is located in the outermost part of the detector. Its purpose is to precisely measure the
momenta of muons by reconstructing their track and also to trigger on events when a muon
is detected. For this reason, it is assisted by the magnetic ﬁeld of the toroid magnet, which
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Figure 2.10: Reconstructed invariant mass of the J/ψ meson (a) and the Z boson (b) in the
di-electron final state. Plots taken from [103].
bends traversing muons, while often its information is combined with information from the
Inner Detector or the calorimeters.
The coverage of the Muon Spectrometer is in the range of |η| < 2.7 and consists of the
central barrel part and the two end-caps. The main detection instrument are the Monitored
Drift Tubes . The MDTs are also assisted in the forward region (2 < |η| < 2.7) by the Cathode
Strip Chambers (CSCs). Together the MDTs and the CSCs form the tracking system of the
Muon Spectrometer. Two separate systems are used for the triggering task: the Resistive
Plate Chambers (RPCs) in the barrel part (|η| < 1.05) and the Thin Gap Chambers (TGCs)
in the end-caps (1.05 < |η| < 2.4), both providing coarse tracking information but fast enough
to handle the nominal LHC rates. Figure 2.11 shows the layout of the Muon Spectrometer.
The measurement of the muon momentum is based on identifying the trajectory of the
muon. Three space points are typically needed to reconstruct a track. Because of the magnetic
ﬁeld, the trajectory does not follow a straight line but it is bent, hence by calculating the
curvature of the track the momentum of the muon can be estimated. However, in the ATLAS
design, the sagitta5 (s) is used instead of the curvature and the transverse momentum is then
given by:
L2 B
,
(2.2.2)
pT =
8s
where B is the integrated strength of the magnetic ﬁeld and L is the distance between the
two outer space points. The achieved resolution on the transverse momentum measurement
ranges from 1 − 10% for muons with pT of 10 − 1000 GeV respectively.
Monitored drift tube chambers
The MDTs are the main instrument of the Muon Spectrometer for measuring the trajectory
of the muons. They are arranged in three layers, the inner, the middle and the outer layer.
The main element of the MDTs is an aluminum tube with a diameter of 30 mm which is
ﬁlled with a gas mixture of Ar(97%) : CO2 (3%) at a pressure of 3 bar. The choice of material
for the tube is made such that it has minimal interaction with the magnetic ﬁeld. In the
middle of the tube an anode wire of 50 µm is placed which is made of gold plated tungsten
and between the tube and the wire a constant voltage is applied. The tubes are arranged in
5

The sagitta is defined as the depth of an arc.
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Figure 2.11: Schematic view of the ATLAS Muon Spectrometer, comprised of the Monitored
Drift Tube, the Cathode Strip Chambers, the Thin Gap Chambers and the Resistive Plate
Chambers.
chambers, a total of 1150, where each chamber consists of two multilayers of drift tubes. Each
multilayer has typically three drift tube layers placed consecutively and parallel to each other,
except for the inner chambers which are deployed with four drift tube layers per multilayer.
The MDT chambers are also distinguished in small and large ones. The positioning of the
MDTs is such that it allows precision measurement in the plane parallel to the beam axis
(bending plane of the toroid). A total of 20 measurements per track for the bending plane are
made but no information is provided in the non-bending plane (φ). The average resolution
per chamber is shown in table 2.3.
The detection of particles in the MDTs is based on the ionization of the gas medium by
the traversing particles. The voltage applied between the wire and the tube will drive the
electron clusters towards the anode creating an avalanche of charges. The distance of the
traversing particle from the wire is calculated by measuring the arrival time of the ﬁrst cluster
that passes a certain threshold. The time is transformed into a drift radius via an rt-relation6 .
The rt-relation is sensitive to a number of factors including temperature and magnetic ﬁeld
strength, so continuous monitoring is necessary.
Cathode strip chambers
The CSCs complement the tracking capability of the Muon Spectrometer in the forward region
(2 < |η| < 2.7). In this region, particle rates exceed the 150 Hz/cm2 limit of the MDTs and
6

The rt-relation effectively connects the drift distance(r) with the drift time(t) and is an important element
for accurate track reconstruction
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Detector
MDT
CSC
RPC
TGC

Chamber Resolution
z/R
φ
35 µm in z
N/A
60 µm in R
5 mm
10 mm in z
10 mm
2-6 mm in R 3-7 mm

Table 2.3: The chamber resolutions for each sub-detector element of the Muon Spectrometer.
Alignment uncertainties are not taken into account.

diﬀerent technology must be applied. The CSCs are capable of handling the high occupancy
up to a level of 1000 Hz/cm2 .
The CSCs are constructed from multi-wire proportional chambers ﬁlled with an Ar(80%) :
CO2 (20%) gas mixture. A total of two disks are placed on each side of the detector. Each disk
consists of eight CSC chambers resulting in a total of 32 chambers for the entire system. The
anode wires inside the chambers are placed radially while cathode strips are oriented either
perpendicular (η direction) or parallel to them (φ direction). The detection principle is the
same as in the MDTs with ionization of the gas creating an avalanche of electrons to the anode
wire. The coordinates (in η − φ) are measured by interpolation of the charge distribution over
the neighboring cathode strips. A total of four modules in each chamber are constructed
providing four independent measurements in η and φ for each track. This gives a signiﬁcant
advantage as it can resolve ambiguities when multiple tracks are present, which is common in
the forward region. The intrinsic resolution of the CSCs is shown in table 2.3.
Resistive plate chambers
The RPCs are the dedicated system of the Muon Spectrometer for triggering on muons in
the barrel region (|η| < 1.05). Three layers of RPCs exist. Two are placed at each side of
the middle layer MDTs and one on, either the outermost side of the outer large MDTs, or
the innermost side of the outer small MDTs. The system has a total of 606 chambers. A full
complement of an MDT chamber plus the RPC layer is called a “station”. An additional task
assigned to the RPCs is to provide the coordinate of the tracks on the plane perpendicular
to the beam axis (non-bending plane), hence complementing the MDT measurement which
is only in the bending plane. However, due to its technology it is not optimal for precision
tracking and the achieved resolution is much coarser than in the MDTs (see table 2.3).
The actual RPC detector consists of two parallel resistive plates separated by a gap of 2
mm. The gap is ﬁlled with a gas mixture of C2 H2 F4 (94.7%) : Iso−C4 H10 (5%) : SF6 (0.3%) and
a high voltage is applied between the plates. Similarly to the MDTs and CSCs, a traversing
muon ionizes the gas and an electron avalanche is created towards the anode. Read-out strips
are placed on the outer side of the plates and they are optimized to measure in both η and
φ directions. As a result, two measurements are made, one in each direction. A complete
RPC unit consists of two independent detectors, each with a gas gap and a rectangular pair
of strips, adding up to a total of at least four read-out outputs per RPC layer. RPC units are
connected to neighboring units with a small overlap in order to avoid un-instrumented gaps.
A pair of units forms a the trigger station. Given the layout of the RPC trigger chambers
on the detector, a total of six measurements in η and φ are made in the barrel, providing
redundancy for the determination of tracks.
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Thin gap chambers
The TGCs are the muon triggering instruments of the Muon Spectrometer in end-cap region
(1.05 < |η| < 2.4). Similarly to what happens in the barrel region, TGCs are used in conjunction with MDTs in the end-caps. A total of four layers of TGCs are arranged: one in front of
the middle layer MDTs, two behind the middle MDTs and one in front of the inner MDTs.
However, the inner TGCs were not used during the 2010 run. As in the RPC case, the TGCs
are also responsible for providing the φ coordinate (non-bending plane) of the tracks.
The TGC detector is similar to the CSCs having multi-wire proportional chambers which
operate with a gas mixture of CO2 (55%) : n − C5 H12 (45%). The wires are oriented in the η
direction and operate on a high voltage while the pick-up strips are placed perpendicular to
them. The main characteristic of the TGCs is that both the wire and the strips are provided
with readout and as a result a measurement can be made of both the η and φ directions. For
the TGCs used at the middle MDT layer, the one on the inner side consists of a triplet of
detectors and the two layers on the outer side each consists of a doublet of detectors. Similarly
a doublet is used for the inner TGC layer. A maximum of nine measurements per track can
be made and similar to the RPCs the intrinsic resolution is coarser in the bending plane than
the resolution of the MDTs or CSCs (see table 2.3).
Alignment and performance
As with the Inner Detector, the Muon Spectrometer must also be geometrically calibrated
before providing measurements for physics analyses. This is particularly important for the
precision tracking measurements made by the MDTs and the CSCs. The design speciﬁcations
for momentum resolution require that the locations of the chambers is known with a 30 µm
precision. This is much more accurate than the position precision achieved after installation
which is at best 5 mm and 2 mrad with respect to the nominal positions.
Given the size of the Muon Spectrometer of ATLAS occasional movement of its elements
may occur. Hence, ATLAS uses an optical alignment system which provides a continuous
precision measurement of the relative positions of MDT chambers with respect to their neighboring chambers. The alignment principle is based on a three point straightness monitor where
an optoelectronic image sensor (CCD or CMOS) continuously monitors the position of an illuminated target with the help of a lens. The image is then analyzed and its deviation from the
nominal distribution is translated in four parameters. The optical system eﬀectively detects
misplacements within an MDT layer (inner, middle or outer) and along the R − z direction
and passes the information to the oﬄine reconstruction algorithms that apply corrections. A
similar system is used for the CSCs. In addition to the optical system, track-based algorithms
are also used, similarly to what happens for the Inner Detector alignment. The main reason
is because the optical system itself is not enough to determine the absolute position of the
MDT chambers with respect to the interaction point. Naturally, this approach requires for the
tracks to be reconstructed; a more detailed explanation of the muon reconstruction is given
later in section 4.1.2.
The alignment of the Muon Spectrometer has been tested with a large amount of cosmic
ray data in the years prior the LHC collisions. Once proton-proton collisions took place
more data were obtained in order to reﬁne the alignment especially in the end-caps. These
data were recorded with the toroid magnet switched oﬀ. This way the straight line muon
tracks, which should have a zero sagitta, determined the initial spectrometer geometry. Once
this was established, the magnet started to ramp-up and the displacements of the chambers
were measured with the optical alignment system, thus providing further reﬁnement of the
alignment constants. Figure 2.12 shows the comparison of 7 TeV data recorded with the toroid
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Figure 2.12: Sagitta distributions of muon tracks at the end-caps (left: side-A, right: side-C)
before and after alignment corrections are applied. Recorded in 7 TeV data with the toroid
magnet off. Plots taken from [104].
magnet oﬀ with and without application of the alignment corrections obtained with the above
method.
The general performance of the Muon Spectrometer can be inferred from the results on
the reconstruction performance for muons, in a similar way as was shown for the calorimeters
and the Inner Detector. Figure 2.13 shows the relative momentum scale and resolution for the
Muon Spectrometer up to |η| ≤ 2.5. The relative momentum scale and resolution are provided
by ﬁtting the distribution of the function:
pID − pM S
∆p
=
,
p
pID

(2.2.3)

where pID is the muon momentum measurement provided by the Inner Detector and pM S
is the momentum of the track measured by the Muon Spectrometer and extrapolated to the
primary vertex. The 7 TeV collision data are compared with the results from the cosmic ray
events and the QCD Monte Carlo. More details on this analysis can be obtained from [105].
Also, in ﬁgure 2.14 the invariant mass of a di-muon system is plotted. The muons are selected
based on information from the Muon Spectrometer combined with information of tracks from
the Inner Detector. The resonances of several known particles is observed. More details can
be found in [106].

2.3

Triggering and Data Acquisition in ATLAS

After a collision takes place at the interaction point, the resulting particles cause an electrical
signal in the read-out modules of the various sub-detectors. These signals must then be
transferred from the read-out systems to an environment where physicists will be able to
analyze them. In ATLAS this task is assigned to the Data Acquisition System (DAQ) [107].
With the speciﬁcations of the LHC as given earlier (see section 2.1.2) an immense rate of
events, of the order of 1 GHz, is expected at the interaction point of ATLAS. Not all of these
events can be recorded since they constitute a huge amount of data (1 PByte per second) which
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Figure 2.13: The relative momentum scale (left) and resolution (right) for the barrel (|η| <
1.05) region of the Muon Spectrometer. The 7 TeV collision data are compared with the Monte
Carlo QCD and the cosmic ray data (resolution measurement only). The cosmic ray data are
shown in the form of the fit (solid-line) with a ±1σ uncertainty band (dashed-lines). Plots
taken from [105].
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exceeds by far the technical possibilities and the budget of the experiment. However, not all of
the events need to be recorded since only a very small fraction is expected to contain interesting
physics with respect to the goals of the experiment. Hence, the Data-Acquisition system of
ATLAS has a Trigger system that ﬁlters about 99.9995% of the events and allows only the
rest to be written to disk. Since the trigger is integrated in the general DAQ infrastructure
the whole system is commonly referred to as the Trigger and Data-Acquisition of ATLAS
(T/DAQ).
The T/DAQ system of ATLAS can be broken down into: the Level-1 (L1), Level-2 (L2)
and the Event Filter (EF) trigger layers, which handle the event selection procedure, and the
Read-Out System (ROS) and the Event Builder (EB) layers that handle additional tasks in
the data ﬂow between the trigger layers. The L1 is a hardware based trigger consisting of
custom-made electronics that are located on the detector. The L2 and the EF, referred to
as the High-Level Trigger (HLT), are both software-based, running sophisticated and highly
eﬃcient reconstruction algorithms before reaching a decision. At each level an event may be
rejected in which case it gets deleted, else it continues to the next level until it is eventually
accepted by the EF and is written to disk. The main consideration in the implementation of
each trigger level is to reduce the incoming event rate by a certain factor, without throwing
away the interesting events and such that the output is acceptable as input to the next level.
2.3.1

The Level-1 Trigger

The L1 works at the input rate of the bunch-crossing (40 MHz) and it needs to be synchronized
at all times with the LHC clock, it eventually reduces the rate down to to 75 kHz (upgradeable
to 100 kHz). The time envelope allowed for the L1 to make a decision is only 2.5 µs from the
time of its associated bunch-crossing.
The L1 trigger is implemented such that it measures the multiplicity of hits on the detector that pass a certain pre-programmed threshold. Information is only obtained from the
calorimetry system (L1Calo) and the Muon Spectrometer (L1 muon); no Inner Detector information is used. The overall decision is made by the Central Trigger Processor (CTP) after
combining the information from all the relevant detector parts. The timing signals, needed for
synchronization with the LHC bunch-crossing and the trigger information are handled by the
Timing, Trigger and Control (TTC) which makes them available to the detector’s front-end
and read-out electronics. A block diagram of the L1 trigger is shown in ﬁgure 2.15.
L1Calo
The L1 Calorimeter trigger is responsible for identifying objects with high transverse energy
(ET ) in the calorimeters (e.g. photons, electrons, jets) as well as events with large energy
miss
imbalance
P (ET ), typically caused by the unidentiﬁed neutrinos, or large total transverse
energy ( ET ). An exact measurement of the energy deposition is not made, instead the
decision of the L1 is based on the multiplicity of hits that exceed a certain ET threshold.
Determining the isolation of certain objects is also possible by deducing the angular separation
of the hits from other signiﬁcant energy depositions in the calorimeter, during the same bunchcrossing. This is possible since the angular coordinates of the energy depositions are known
P
miss and the
with the accuracy of the detector’s granularity (see section 2.2.4). For the ET
ET
measurements, global sums are made from the total deposit of the hits.
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Figure 2.15: Schematic block diagram of the L1 trigger of ATLAS.

L1 muon
The L1 muon trigger is based only on signal from the muon trigger chambers (RPCs and
TGCs). Similarly to the L1Calo, the decision of the trigger is based on the multiplicity of
pattern hits that are assigned to a given prescribed threshold; a total of six threshold exist,
three for low-pT (6-9 GeV) muons and three for high-pT (9-35 GeV) muons. More details on
the muon trigger are given in chapter 3.
The CTP
The Central Trigger Processor is the receiver of all L1 trigger information from the calorimeter
and the muon trigger processors. The CTP subsequently uses look-up tables to build the
trigger conditions from the input signals and then the trigger conditions are used to check
each of the 256 predeﬁned trigger items (e.g. checking for at least two muons of threshold
XX and one jet of threshold YY). A L1-accept signal (L1A) is generated by the CTP as the
logical OR of all trigger items.
In addition, the CTP provides the luminosity block (LB) number to the read-out system.
The LB is the shortest time interval for which the integrated luminosity can be determined.
The use of LBs allows to reject part of the data where failures on the detector systems where
observed. For this reason the LBs are kept as small as possible but at the same time must be
large enough to contain enough data such that the uncertainty on the luminosity value is not
driven by the statistics. At each LB change the CTP holds the trigger for a brief instance and
increases the number. The LB interval during the 2010 run was 2 minutes.
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Data flow
When the collision remnants reach the detector, the number of hits that exceed certain thresholds is counted by the relevant electronics. Based on this information the L1 identiﬁes regions
in η − φ which are considered to contain interesting features, the so-called Regions-of-Interest
(RoI). A RoI includes information on the type of features as well as the accepting criteria.
Four types of RoIs are recognized by the L1 trigger: muon, electron/photon, τ -lepton and
jets, with the last three based on the calorimeters.
During the decision-making process, the L1 trigger stores all signals from the detector in
pipeline memories and they remain there until a L1A is given, if this does not happen within
the time-envelope deﬁned for L1 the data are eventually lost from the pipelines. Once a L1A
is transmitted by the CTP the signals are moved to the Read-Out Drivers (RODs), where
they are transformed to a raw data format pre-deﬁned by ATLAS. Subsequently, with the
help of point-to-point optical read-out links (ROLs) the raw data fragments are transferred to
the Read-Out buﬀers (ROBs) of the Read-Out System (ROS). In addition, the information of
the RoIs is transferred by dedicated ROLs to the Region-of-Interest Builder system (RoIB) of
the L2 trigger.
2.3.2

The Read-Out System

The ROS is the system that temporarily stores the event-fragments of an event if it has
been accepted by the L1 trigger. The complete system consists of 151 PCs most of them
housing 4 of the so-called ROBIN cards. The ROBIN is a custom-made Peripheral Component
Interconnect (PCI) card that consists of three optical-link inputs for the ROLs, allowing data
to be transferred with a rate of 160 MB/s per card. Each input has a dedicated Read-Out
Buﬀer (ROB) of 64 MB memory size available where the event-fragments are stored.
The ROS PC controls and monitors the ROBIN cards via the Read-Out Application. It
receives messages from the L2 trigger (section 2.3.3) or the Event Builder (section 2.3.4) to
either send the requested data from its buﬀers via the data-collection network or delete them
completely. The Read-Out Application is also responsible for detecting possible errors in the
event-fragments (e.g. corrupted or missing event-fragments). This information is later on
added in the event status and helps to monitor the quality of the data.
As each PC is mapped to a region of the detector, it makes the ROS a cornerstone element
within the T/DAQ infrastructure. Consequently, a failure in a ROS PC may lead to a loss of
the event-fragments related to that region.
2.3.3

The Level-2 trigger

With the L1A given, the event will be processed by the L2 trigger. The L2 trigger processes
events at a rate equal to the output rate of the L1. The nominal output rate of the L2 system
is 3.5 kHz although it can go as high as 5 kHz. The average process time available for a
decision by the L2 is 40 ms.
Unlike the L1 trigger, the L2 is a software-based trigger which runs dedicated algorithms
on the collected event-fragments in order to reach a decision for the event. The L2 is typically
seeded by the RoIs which contain only 2% of the total event size. This is a signiﬁcant advantage
that assists in the fast processing of events, but mainly it reduces the bandwidth needed for
processing the events. However, it has access to an increased granularity of the data inside
the RoIs including information from the Inner Detector.
The L2 system consists of the Region-of-Interest Builder (RoIB), a few L2 Supervisors
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(L2SV) running on dedicated nodes, a small number of L2 Result Handlers (L2RH) which are
similar to the ROS PCs, and the processing farm of 750 nodes which run the L2 Processing
Unit applications (L2PUs). See ﬁgure 2.16.
Data flow
Upon transmission of a L1A, the position information of the RoIs along with the L1 trigger
decision is sent to the RoIB. The RoIB is responsible for merging this information into a
single event record and forwarding the record to one of the L2SVs via a ROL. The L2SV
assigns the event to an L2PU application and simultaneously transmits to it the relevant
RoI information. The L2PU will execute the necessary algorithms and with the given RoI
information will request the necessary event-fragments from the ROS PCs. Once the L2PU
reaches a decision it is transmitted to the same L2SV that initially assigned the event. In
case the event is accepted it will proceed to the Event Builder and subsequently to the Event
Filter (see ﬁgure 2.16).
During the execution of the L2 algorithms a complete record of their process is kept. This
record is written out in the buﬀer of the L2RH, which acts similarly to a ROS machine, and
remains there until it is cleared.
2.3.4

The Event Builder

The Event Builder is the layer preceding the Event Filter trigger. Its purpose is to collect all
the event-fragments of an event and assemble them into a single unit. Essentially, it works
on the output rate of the L2 trigger. It consists of the Data-Flow Manager (DFM) and the
Sub-Farm Input (SFI) nodes. To accomplish its tasks the Even Builder is made up of a total
of 12 DFM nodes and 48 SFI nodes. Each SFI node however is able to run two event building
applications for a total of 96.
The DFM is the receiver of the L2 event decision, transmitted by the L2SV. In case the
event is rejected it will ask the ROS PCs and the L2RH to delete the relevant event-fragments
and the L2 trigger result respectively from their memories. In the opposite case it acts as a
supervisor by deciding, depending on a load-balancing round-robin method, which SFI will
receive the event information.
The SFI assigned with an event will request and receive the necessary event-fragments via
the data-collection network from the ROS and will build the complete event. The L2 trigger
record will be obtained from the L2RH and become part of the event as well. After completion
of the event building the SFI transfers the event, via the back-end network, to one of the EF
nodes. It will then be cleared from the SFI buﬀer and a message will be sent to inform the
DFM. In turn, the DFM will request from the ROS and the L2RH to delete the relevant
event-fragments. At that moment the EF node becomes the holder of the event. Figure 2.16
shows a block diagram with the message exchange between the elements of the L2 trigger layer
and the Event Builder layer.
2.3.5

The Event Filter

The last trigger level of the ATLAS online selection system is the Event Filter.The EF receives
the events from the Event Builder and writes them to a shared memory buﬀer (Shared-Heap)
while keeping a back-up on the local disk as well. Similarly to the L2 trigger, the EF is softwarebased, seeded by the RoI (which may have been updated by the L2), and runs dedicated
algorithms for selecting events. However, in contrast to the L2 it has access to full granularity
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Figure 2.16: Block diagram depicting the components of the L2 trigger and the Event Builder
as well as the message exchange between them.
of the complete event and it employs, to a large extend, the same reconstruction algorithms
as the oﬄine ATLAS reconstruction. The complete system consists of a processing farm of
about 600 nodes where each node contains multi-core CPUs. Each node runs a single Event
Filter Data-ﬂow (EFD) application and multiple EF Processing Unit applications, typically
equal to the number of cores in a node. The EFD is responsible for communicating with and
transferring the data between the Sub-Farm Inputs (SFI). and the Sub-Farm Output (SFO),
which is the receiving end that stores the accepted events. The EF Processing Unit (EFPU)
is the application that runs the EF selection algorithms, similar to the L2PU.
The EF nominal output is designed at 300 MB/s, which, for a size of 1.5 MB per event,
translates to a rate of 200 Hz. However, the actual capability of the system can sustain higher
rates up to the level of 600 Hz, for the same event size. It should be noted that the limitation
of the 200 Hz is not because of the design of the EF system itself, but rather due to the
capability of the oﬄine reconstruction to keep up with the incoming events for a long period.
2.3.6

Trigger menus and event streaming

A trigger menu is a description of the complete trigger logic throughout all trigger levels. It
consists of a list of L1 trigger items (see section 2.3.1) and, L2 and EF trigger chains. The
trigger chain is the sequence of algorithms which are ran on the events by the L2PUs or the
EFPUs. Two types of such algorithms are deﬁned:
• The Feature Extraction (FEX) algorithms reconstruct comprehensive parts of the event,
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identify objects and extract their speciﬁc features such as tracks, energy clusters etc.
• The Hypothesis (HYPO) algorithms compare the information obtained by the FEXs
with certain pre-deﬁned criteria and decide whether the speciﬁc object satisﬁes these
criteria.
Both algorithms are executed in steps and they are usually interleaved, typically with one
FEX being followed by one HYPO. The choice of the trigger chains inside the trigger menu
deﬁnes which algorithms will be used. For an event to be accepted by the trigger at least one
of the deﬁned trigger chains must be valid.
Depending on the chains that are satisﬁed by an event will be classiﬁed into streams. Four
major stream categories exist:
• Physics streams: Contain fully built events that were successfully processed by the
T/DAQ system and are targeted to physics analysis.
• Calibration streams: These are based on calibration triggers. Events that end up in
calibration streams are stripped down to 1-100 kB keeping only the information that is
necessary for the calibration task.
• Express stream: This stream consists only of a small subset of physics events. These
events are used for fast monitoring and for verifying the overall data quality of the
data-taking. They are not used for physics analysis.
• Debug stream: Events ending-up in this stream are subject to a failure during their
processing by the T/DAQ e.g. algorithm time-out. The failure does not necessarily imply
a malfunction of the system and these events are re-processed oﬄine for debugging.
All but the debug stream are inclusive, meaning that events may duplicate between streams.
Especially for the physics analyses, in case multiple physics streams are used, extra care must
be taken to avoid double counting of events. For most of the data during 2010 the main
physics streams were: Egamma for events accepted by the electron or photon chain triggers,
Muon for events accepted
P by muon chain triggers and JetTauEtMiss for events accepted by
miss or
jet, τ -lepton, ET
ET trigger chains.
The assignment of the event to the various streams takes place within the SFO, the last
component of the T/DAQ system. The SFO stores the events and organizes them over different data ﬁles that will make up the streamed events. In the ﬁnal step, these data ﬁles are
transferred asynchronously to the mass storage facilities outside of the T/DAQ environment.
2.3.7

Performance of the T/DAQ system

The excellent data-taking capability of the detector is evident from the results that were
presented in the previous section for each of the detector’s components. However, the very
good performance of the Trigger system can be best illustrated by its success to sustain the
expected, or even higher, trigger rates. This is depicted in ﬁgure 2.17 where the rates for
each trigger level is shown for the run with the highest peak of instantaneous luminosity in
2010. It is interesting to note that, during this run, the EF was stable at an output rate of
approximately 500 Hz.
In order to quantify the overall performance of the T/DAQ system one can compare the
running time of the detector during stable beams7 with the total time of stable beams. This
7

As ‘stable beams’ is defined the state in which the configuration of the proton beams at the LHC is at the
expected conditions for the experiments to begin data-taking.
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Figure 2.17: Trigger rates for the highest luminosity run during the 2010 data-taking period.
Figure taken from [108].

ratio, which deﬁnes the Run Efficiency, is shown as a per-week average for the 2010 datataking in ﬁgure 2.18(a). The ‘Beam Time’ histogram corresponds to the total time (in hours)
during which stable beams are given. The ‘Run Eﬀ.’ histogram corresponds to the Run
Eﬃciency as deﬁned above, however, this deﬁnition includes data-taking time in which not
all detector components are at their nominal state e.g. data-taking runs for which the toroid
magnet was switched oﬀ for calibration purposes. The averaged Run Eﬃciency is 96.5%. The
histogram ‘Run Eﬀ. Ready’, on the other hand, is deﬁned as the time in which the detector
was running with all detector component at their nominal states. In this case, the averaged
Run Eﬃciency is found to be 93.0%. The reasons for the lower eﬃciency are due to the start
of data-taking runs after stable beams are declared, or due to stopping or holding a run during
beam time in order to work on a malfunctioning sub-system or adjust the trigger conﬁguration.
In ﬁgure 2.18(b) the total time is shown for stable beams (Beam), for ATLAS running (Run)
and for ATLAS running under nominal conditions (Ready). The total time of stable beams
is estimated at approximately 752.7 hours.

2.4

Summary

In this chapter we provided an overview of the Large Hadron Collider and the ATLAS detector.
We presented in more detail the layout of ATLAS together with the most important considerations in its design and with the ﬁrst data collected, during 2010, we presented examples
of measurements in order to illustrate the excellent performance of each of the sub-detector
systems. In addition, we described thoroughly the Trigger and Data Acquisition system of
ATLAS which allows the data to ﬂow from the sub-detector to the oﬄine storage system.
With the ﬁrst data, the performance of the system is shown to be outstanding.
In conclusion, both the accelerator and the detector perform admirably. The combination
of these two machines allows us to move from the theoretical predictions to the experimental
measurements. In the next chapters, we will focus on the experimental results we obtained
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(b)

Figure 2.18: The Run Efficiency (a) and the total running time (b) of the ATLAS detector
for 2010. The Run Efficiency is also shown based on the total time in which the detector was
running under nominal conditions, namely with all sub-systems operational, denoted as ‘Run
Eff. Ready’ in (a) and as ‘Ready’ in (b). Figures taken from [109].
√
with the ﬁrst proton-proton s = 7 TeV collisions and are related with the measurement of
the tt̄ production cross-section.

